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Visa Application (if applicable) 

The Visa application process is lengthy. Start early and make sure you have all of the required paperwork done 

before you head down to your closest U.S. visa-processing consulate, particularly if that consulate is interstate. 

Please indicate any tips or advice you have for 
prospective students in terms of the application process at AGSM.  
Do your research. Understand what the strengths of different business schools around the world 
are. They are all special and unique in their own way. Have a strong argument for why you want, and 
why you are, the right person to represent AGSM as an exchan 

Enrolment/Registration Procedure at host university 
Enrolment and registration procedures at NYU Stern were handled online and were very 
straightforward. My advice is to get into popular classes as soon as possible as there are usually a 
limited number of spots available. 

Workload and style of teaching/methods of assessments 
A lot of group-based activity in the courses that I studied. Was perfect for getting to know local and 
international students. Standard lectures, pop quizzes, mid-terms, group assignments. There is a bit 
of everything and the style may vary depending on the exact courses you choose.  
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Lot of guest speakers and sometimes assessors from big name companies in certain courses (e.g. 
Facebook, Google, start-ups, movie marketing / media companies), which was great.  
Everyone has their own teaching style.  
Workload comparable to AGSM workload. 

Course size, peers and learning environment 
Very interactive learning environments for the most part. Get involved, get engaged, and get to 
know the amazing local and international students you'll work alongside! 

Campus life (i.e. clubs, societies, facilities) 
NYU is unique in that it doesn't really have a campus, but a bunch of buildings spread across New 
York City. Beer blast events are run every Thursday and are a big 'go to' thing. You will be paired up 
with a 'buddy'. Funnily, many exchange students barely spent anytime with their buddies (and I 
heard that some never met), but that doesn't matter as you will meet an amazing amount of friends 
if you just talk to fellow students. You'll find out about incredible events, amazing places to see, 
places to eat and have the opportunity to have one of the best 4 month educational and social 
experience of your life. It's New York! :)  
There are literally hundreds of clubs to choose from if you want to get involved in that manner. 
Some decent fitness facilities (Palladium Gym and Swimming pool, East 14th Street) and 404 Gym 
(Lafayette Street) if you want to keep fit and healthy. 

Regional life (e.g. people, shopping, work, travel sights, transport) 
New York, the city that never sleeps! The people are very direct. The drivers are very aggressive. Lot 
of homeless people on the streets. Lot of Investment Bankers walking around. Lot of tourists. Lot of 
students. You will see it all. 
Groceries: Trader Joe's (your one stop grocery shop, but beware the long lines), Walgreens, chemists 
at every corner.  
Food: Everywhere! If you want to save some money, try a $5 meal from one of the many food trucks 
scattered across the city. If you want to go fancy, get a $50-100 lunch from Balthazar. You may run 
into someone famous! 
5th avenue. 
Some of the best fashion and luxury stores in the world if that is what you fancy. 

Accommodation (What type? Cost? Inclusive, support from host school, sourced separately...?) 
I paid for on-campus accommodation at NYU Palladium (East 14th Street). Central Manhattan 
location, utilities included, free HBO on demand, tiny one bedroom dorm. Around $800-900 AUD per 
week (yes, accommodation in New York is generally very small and very expensive). Other exchange 
students sourced accommodation slightly further out,15-30 minute subway rides into central or 
lower Manhattan. Slightly lower cost if you can arrange shared accommodation somewhere further 
out. 

Accommodation tips for future AGSM students going to your host university/region 
If you are not applying for on-campus accommodation, I suggest that you research how the real 
estate industry works in New York, find a fellow AGSM-NYU Stern exchange student to share a place 
with and start looking as soon as you can.  
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Given the strong relationship between AGSM and NYU Stern, you will have a great opportunity to 
share given the relatively large group of AGSM students going to NYU Stern on exchange (8 or 9 
during session 1, 2017) 

Relative costs of food, travel, entertainment etc (Please comment on each) 
Food = Expensive (except food trucks as noted above). Go to a selection of the many amazing 
restaurants and have some fun! 
Travel = Subway is relatively cheap and fast. Very efficient system (so New York as well, with rats 
running all over the subway, noisy crowds, musicians etc.) - all part of the awesome and unique New 
York experience! 
Entertainment = LOL! It's New York!!! Have a walk/run around the incredible Central Park for free. 
Go to the top of the Empire State building for $100. Check out a Broadway show getting cheap 
tickets in advance from the NYU Box Office, or buy direct from Times Square for 20% higher, or buy 
online from re-sellers at double/triple the cost. 
Jump onto StubHub (online) and buy tickets to watch a NY Team play ice hockey in Brooklyn for $5 a 
ticket during off-season, or go watch playoffs for $300 to $1,000 per ticket at Madison Square 
Garden. 

Any financial tips for future AGSM students? 
Save up and spend smart. 
There are so many ways you can enjoy yourself in New York - at a range of different prices. Talk to 
the locals and learn the ways of the world in New York. Get the little tips and tricks that will allow 
you to have the best experiences for you at the lowest cost.  
Be aware that it is very easy to burn through money in New York. 

Biggest cultural differences 
New Yorkers can be very direct and appear aggressive to certain people visiting from other cultures. 
Don't worry, embrace it. 

How did you adjust to these differences? 
Be direct right back. :) 

Highlights of your exchange experience 
We would like to use this feedback for our website and we also appreciate any photos you can 
send to mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au 
So many absolutely amazing experiences! 
- Making a range of new friends from New York and around the world 
- Being the only known MBA Exec student designated an honorary full-time AGSM'er title by my 
newfound full-time AGSM pals :) 
- Brooklyn Bridge 
- Studying Movie Marketing, winning tickets to the Ghost in The Shell premiere for giving a top-rated 
group presentation, subsequently getting within a few meters of current / former big name 
celebrities (e.g. Scarlett Johansson, Tony Danza) 
- Checking out the amazing graffiti are scene in Bushwick, Brooklyn 
- Heading to the top of the Empire State Building at midnight that night I couldn't sleep well and 
getting some amazing views / photos of New York at night 

mailto:mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au
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- Central Park 
- Walking around New York and spotting a number of places I'd seen in the movies / TV shows over 
the years 
- Learning about Entrepreneurial Finance from ex-Harvard maestro Professor Glenn Okun, who 
would get up and talk for close to 7 hours straight during our intensive Sunday classes and NEVER fail 
to keep it so interesting and entertaining 
- Learning about Brand Strategy from the one-of-a-kind Professor Scott Galloway, who of course sold 
his most recent consulting company for many millions during the semester  
- Heading to the Rockefeller Center (Top of the Rock) that afternoon on a foggy day and getting a 
terrible view...then watching the latest Gary Vaynerchuk video a day later and seeing that I'd missed 
him by 24 hours!! :/  
- Subway / taxi / Uber experiences 
- Restaurant / takeaway / street food experiences 
- Leveraging my Movie Marketing contacts and landing my first ever part in a short film (which 
unfortunately got cut) but thankfully getting credited as a Production Assistant for my work on set 
- Major League Baseball (such a fun experience, Yankees Stadium, hot dogs, air guitar challenges, the 
swing that broke the bat in half, the atmosphere, another 10-15 exchange students, memorable 
photos) 
- NFL final (what a comeback by the Patriots!) 
- Food! 
- The Metropolitan Museum of Art (The Met) 
- Trip to Niagara Falls 
- Trip to Buffalo to eat Buffalo Wings at the restaurant that invented Buffalo Wings 
- Times Square!!! 
- Broadway! 
What an amazing experience! 

Challenges (throughout process or on the course/at the school) 
Keep communicating and spending time with your fellow AGSM students and newfound friends in 
New York. Easy to start feeling overwhelmed or alone in a city like New York. 

Cultural 'musts' for future outgoing students to your host university 
See my incomplete list of highlights. Take your pick, or find another way to enjoy the unique culture 
of New York that best suits you. There are endless opportunities. 

Based on your original application, please outline how your exchange experience has helped you 
further develop the element of leadership aptitude that you chose and if it has helped you to 
become a more cosmopolitan leader. 
Has given me increased confidence to present to large crowds. Has improved my ability to lead 
others, take action, and make strategic decisions based on limited information and when facing time 
constraints. Has improved my client interaction capabilities. 

Advice or tips for students considering this course and general comments 
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Is New York the right city for you? Is NYU Stern the right business school for you? The course is great 
for people who are interested in Finance, Luxury Marketing, or Entertainment and Media Industries 
with some very unique course offerings.  
I strongly suggest that you do your research on who the top professors at NYU Stern are rather than 
selecting courses based on names or course descriptions alone. My personal preference is to take 
courses you are interested in that are facilitated by professors who are currently working in industry. 
Some names you might want to look up to assist with decision-making: 
- Aswath Damodaran 
- Glenn Okun 
- Scott Galloway 

Q7 – Topics 




